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                                                                                                                         General notes 

 

 

 

 

Technical Documentation guidelines

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You can find herewith some generic information to simplify cunsulting of technical documentation:

 

1. Models of same range share the same exploded views, which report the richest set of spare parts:generally, a model does not necessarly have a

related spare part for each particular shown on exploded views.

 

2. Some spare parts can not be represented directly on the exploded views (instruction booklets, specific kit, etc...). You can find those codes in the

spare parts list with the same reference of particular where spares are installed or with references 099, 999. Instruction booklets, once managed,

appear with 000 reference.

 

3. On the higher right site of each exploded view there is a serial number which indicates the beginning of the production of certain range:some

models might have more than an exploded view for a given category, each distinguished by a different serial no.and linked to another spare parts

list, In this case, serial no. is required to supply the right spare part code. Exploded view to be considered is the one with a more recent serial no.

but previous than the one of the model that needs assistance.

 

4.Exploded views might require further updates even after publishing. Addition of new spares will go on following the already existing numeration

references. Revision number of an exploded view is shown into last four digits of serial number into upper right hand corner.

 

5.The spare parts list associated to an exploded view shows related codes of spares managed for a certain model; for each spare part other

informations are available:

 

REF: reference no of spare into a table; SUBSTITUTE: list of spare(s) which can replace a code but that keeps same functional characteristics

 

INDUSTRIAL CODE: list of variables of a model (shown into model label) where such spare is used; NOTICE: code of information(s) to refer to

complete technical intervention, track for changes or to find correct spare part code.

 

6. Some notices, into a same section are generic therefore cannot be directly linked to a spare part. In order to assist a model in the best way as

possible, it is helpful to pay attention to all notices and constantly verify documentation updates

 

7.Technical documentation cover shows model name and its commercial codes
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                                                                                                                         Spare parts list 

 

 

 

Spare parts list cod. 1190190m 

 

Ref. Code Substitute Industrial code Description Notice

000 C00074626 kit connection lb-dryers

000 C00087044 user istructions

001 C00086524 cover

002 C00085323 side panel

002 C00085371 back panel

004 C00085325 top rear crosspiece

005 C00081321 top bracket

006 C00085372 bottom back panel

007 C00085327 interspace

008 C00085373 sink

009 C00085374 hose sink

011 C00086525 drum

012 C00770145 extractable beater (ex 810145)

013 C00770146 trommelrib+sensor (was
810146)

014 C00770150 sensorstrip trommel (was
810150)

015 C00770148 afdichtingskapje (was 810148)

016 C00090733 belt installing tool 'iar' n1040228

016 C00770336 belt l = 1932 mm h 8 n1040228

017 C00770285 felp tape (ex810285)

018 C00085376 engine compartment door

019 C00087248 nut

019 C00770055 drum support (ex 810055)

020 C00770101 bearing 22x7x8 608-2z (ex
810101)
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021 C00770103 bearing locking disc (ex
810103)

022 C00770322 steun rechts

023 C00770323 steun links

024 C00063885 bracket thermostat

025 C00770219 thermostaat 1 t 90ø c nc (was
810219)

028 C00085332 radio interference suppressor

029 C00085333 heating element220v
2400w/230v

030 C00063677 spring

031 C00063893 thermostat 120øc

032 C00085334 crossing of cable

033 C00085335 supply cable

034 C00063676 thermostat 135øc

035 C00086526 front panel

036 C00086527 1 C00089557 plate

037 C00085378 bottom crosspiece

038 C00085379 pin for plinth

039 C00085380 pin for plinth

040 C00087042 square

041 C00085382 kick plate

042 C00085383 desc_ric_c00085383

043 C00085384 desc_ric_c00085384

044 C00085385 strike plate

045 C00085386 spring

046 C00085387 spring

047 C00086528 hinge plate outer case

049 C00086529 1 C00092880 microswitch

050 C00086530 1 C00089749 lid assembly white

051 C00086531 conveyor

052 C00770222 auto-lubricant

054 C00086532 seal

055 C00086533 front filter

056 C00770218 thermostaatplaatje (was
810218)

057 C00086534 safety thermostat gasket

058 C00086535 lamp-socket

058 C00094292 bulb light protection iar

059 C00086536 bracket

060 C00086537 door interlock
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061 C00086538 filter

062 C00086540 door gasket

063 C00086541 probe support 'iar'

064 C00085388 sink upper

065 C00085389 lower sink

066 C00770252 pakking condensorhuis (was
810252)

067 C00085390 pakking condensorhuis

068 C00085391 pakking condensorhuis short

069 C00770325 houder condensor

070 C00770349 condensor

071 C00085392 side front panel

072 C00085393 side front panel

073 C00770347 rubber condensor

074 C00770348 pakking condensor

075 C00770346 greep condensor

076 C00770326 ventilatorkap

077 C00086542 ventilatorkap

078 C00063891 motor

080 C00077219 blower fan

081 C00770048 rubber shock absorber (ex
810048)

082 C00770242 spacer motor support (ex
810242)

083 C00063889 seal blower fan

084 C00085395 drain pump

085 C00085396 drain pump hose

086 C00085397 pump cover

087 C00770330 slang condensor

088 C00085398 dryer loading

089 C00770251 plug condensorhuis (was
810251)

091 C00085399 rod float

092 C00085400 float

093 C00085401 micro support

094 C00770034 voetje (was 810034)

095 C00085402 bodemplaat

096 C00086543 dashboard

097 C00087043 drawer handle

098 C00085412 condensate collector drawer

099 C00086546 support knob timer
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100 C00086547 timer knob

101 C00770999 knob spring timer

102 C00086548 pushbotton switch

103 C00086549 pushbotton switch

104 C00086550 timer

105 C00086551 led

106 C00085343 switch nc

106 C00085344 switch na+na

106 C00085414 switch na

107 C00085416 desc_ric_c00085416

108 C00085417 desc_ric_c00085417

109 C00077230 desc_ric_c00077230

110 C00770211 klemveer sensorborstel (was
810211)

111 C00085418 desc_ric_c00085418

112 C00085419 desc_ric_c00085419

113 C00077046 1 C00077042 support top

999 C00063403 top hinge block black

999 C00063404 bottom hinge block

999 C00087383 door hook

999 C00089557 locking assembly

999 C00770047 washer

999 C00770140 klemveer waterreservoir (was
810140)

999 C00770144 wiring fixing (ex 810144)

999 C00770241 condensator 10 mf (was
810241)

999 C00770243 terminall (was 810243)

999 C00770295 afvoerslang mea (was 810295)

999 C00770315 verwarmingselementscrew
4,2x9,5

999 C00770328 rooster

999 C00770345 ring condensor
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                                                                                                                         Notices 

 

 

 

 

n1040228

Replacing the belt.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To replace the belt, perform the following instructions:

 

1) Check that there are no rubber residues in the motor pulley  (photo 1).

 

2) Position the dryer on its front, remove the back panel and check that the basket opening lip is positioned correctly see photo 3 and 4.

 

3) Remount the belt and check that it is positioned correctly on the motor pulley (1-2 slots from the bottom), perform one complete turn of the

basket by hand to stabilize the belt positioning.                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

n1040228

Replacing the belt.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To replace the belt, perform the following instructions:

 

1) Check that there are no rubber residues in the motor pulley  (photo 1).

 

2) Position the dryer on its front, remove the back panel and check that the basket opening lip is positioned correctly see photo 3 and 4.
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3) Remount the belt and check that it is positioned correctly on the motor pulley (1-2 slots from the bottom), perform one complete turn of the

basket by hand to stabilize the belt positioning.                 
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                                                                                                    Electric schemes and links 

 

 

Cod. ce036700
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                                                                                                                         Legend

 

Legend: ce036700 
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                                                                                                    Electric schemes and links 

 

 

Cod. se095900
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                                                                                                                         Legend

 

Legend: se095900 

 

 


